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Burlesque and Body Confidence Coach

Cat LaCohie

Cat LaCohie is a multi-talented LA based British actress,
Speaker and award-winning international Variety Burlesque
Performer, ‘Vixen DeVille’ who has been helping individuals to
unlock and celebrate their amazing, authentic selves for over
15 years. In addition to multiple appearances on TV’s, “Masters
Of Illusion”, her solo stage show “Vixen DeVille Revealed”
toured the US in 2019 picking up multiple awards and is
currently being produced as a TV special. 
  

With a BA(hons) in Theatre Creation and Solo Performance,
plus 15 years experience of performing and teaching burlesque
in over 3 continents, Cat has learned how to step out into the
world confidently, authentically and unapologetically - her
mission is to help others to do the same. 
    

Her unique training is designed for bodies of ALL ages, abilities,
shapes and sizes, to break free of others’ restrictive and
damaging labels and, to instead, rediscover and celebrate their
inner badass, their inner goddess, their inner Vixen!  

Biography

"I coach women leaders in business and I’ve brought in Cat LaCohie numerous times to work her
magic with my clients. And every time, they are blown away! Cat has an amazing way of gently
guiding a woman into finding her creative expression and embodying her confidence. And I know
this helps a woman become a better leader, for sure. I personally believe all women need Cat
LaCohie in their life!” 

~ Christina Morassi - Feminine Leadership Coach, Founder of the Feminine Operating System™

Keynote: Drop the Facade, Reveal The AMAZING You -
Rediscover and celebrate what you have and who you
are. 

Keynote: Permission To Play - Simple and effective ways
in which we can bring more joy to ourselves and those
around us and in turn magnetically attract more
opportunity and happiness into our lives. 

Workshop: Unleash The Inner Vixen - designed for
bodies of all ages, abilities, shapes and sizes to reconnect
with their body, shift their mindset and enhance their
self-confidence in being exactly who they are. 

Speaking Topics

Rediscover, Celebrate, and CHOOSE… The Amazing You.

Breakouts
1/2 Day Training 
Full Day Training
Workshops

Services Offered
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